
● Permanent flame retardant;
● Upper with 2 chest pockets closed with flap;
● Adjustable cuffs;
● Front clamping closing with press button;
● 2 front pockets closed with flap;
● 2 back pockets closed with flap;
● 2 legs pockets closing with flap and velcro;
● Reinforcement for pads;
● Elasticated waist;
● English seam for greater resistance.

Overall Earth
Ref: OUFWFM02

Sizes: PT: XS - 3XL  

Twill, 24% Polyester / 75% Cotton / 1% Anti-Static Material, 300 g/m²
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Overall Earth
Ref: OUFWFM02

* Special Production 4 to 6 weeks

European Certifications
- EN ISO 11612:2015 A1+A2, B1, C1, F1;

- EN ISO 11611:2015 Classe 1 A1+ A2;

- EN 61482-2:2009 Classe 1;

- EN 1149-5:2008;

Sizes

Navy- Ref: 501018 (Available in stock)

Bottle Green - Ref:702001 *

Orange - Ref:201013 *

Mole Grey - Ref:912001 *

RC Bianco - Ref:000004 *

Washing Instructions

Colours

Application of reflective tapes

Sailor Blue - Ref:511001 *

Black- Ref:911042 * 
New Empire Red- Ref:301001 *

Royal - Ref:502001 *

Navy - Ref:07935 (Available in stock)

Orange - Ref:02446 *

Dark Grey - Ref:09853 *

Yellow - Ref:942ZQ *

Contrast stitching colors
Grey - Ref:087ZR *

Black - Ref: 09700 *

Red - Ref:03855 *

Beige - Ref:C8331 *

Please note that all information provided in this document is useful and informative and is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of printing. No liability can be 
accepted for inaccuracies or omissions. The right is reserved to change this information without prior notice. All our technical files, style descriptions, presentations and 
drawings, provide the latest update of the patterns and design characteristics or style of each product. However, the delivered products can meet the previous standards, 
design or style features. Force @ Work is exempt from any liability. Contact our team for complete information if specific requirements are required.

Possibility to create "mix and mach" in your uniform. Contact us!

** Sizes available in stock. For other sizes or scales, small and long, are possible by special orders. Shorting of legs (customization for 
individual users) is also possible with extra cost.

Yellow-Silver flame resistant reflective tape 50mm 

Yellow-Silver flame reflective tape is perforated 50mm 

Silver flame reflective tape 50mm 

Orange-Silver flame resistant reflective tape 50mm 

**


